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Set Up

Each area is set up with 1 x small goal at one end and each has
a different 2v1 challenge including;

Attacker receives with back to goal and server joins in to
make 2 vs. 1 to score.

Attacker receives the ball from an angled pass and drives
at defender who is closing down from the goal. Server
joins in to make 2v1 to score.

Defender passes out to attackers and then closes down,
as Attackers play 2v1 to goal.

Key Coaching Points

Players should take a good first touch to receive and drive
forwards to the goal. Positive passing, dribbling and
running with the ball should be encouraged so that
chances can be taken quickly.

In 2v1 situations, players off the ball need to take up
positions and use movements to unbalance the defender.
These movements either create space to receive or create
space for their teammate in possession to shoot at goal.

Players need to read the play and position of the defender
in relation to the goal. The players then make decisions
around when to pass, when to dribble and when to shoot.

Practice Animation

Make it easier:

1. Restrict defender to a specific area to defend

Make it more challenging:

1. Attacker(s) must get a shot at goal within 5 seconds or 3 touches

2v1 Attacking Carousel Warm Up
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15 mins 13 players 3 balls 10 bibs 18 cones 36x30 area

Take shooting and finishing opportunities early

Movement to create space for self or teammate

Decision making



Set Up

4v4 in one half with 1v1 in the opposite half. Players stay in
designated half with attackers (reds) looking to break one player
into attacking half to create a 2v1 overload to score. Rotate roles
of teams.

Key Coaching Points

Players should take a good first touch to receive and drive
forwards to the goal. Positive passing, dribbling and
running with the ball should be encouraged so that
chances can be taken quickly.

In 2v1 situations, players off the ball need to take up
positions and use movements to unbalance the defender.
These movements either create space to receive or create
space for their teammate in possession to shoot at goal.

Players should understand different ways to break
forwards including dribble in, pass into a striker and follow,
or pass into striker as third man runner advances forwards.

Practice Animation

Make it more challenging:

1. Allow recovering defender. Blue player acts as a floater and plays for team in possession

Breaking Into The Attacking Half to Overload Conditioned
Game
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20 mins 13 players 1 ball 13 bibs 10 cones 50x30 area

Takeshooting and finishing opportunities early

Movement to create space for self or teammate

Different ways to break into the attacking half



Set Up

1 defender v 1 attacker in each end third and 2v2 in middle third.
Play starts with GK who plays out to back players and look to
drive into middle third to create a 3v2 overload. Midfielders then
look to release a player into the final third through a dribble,
pass, or forward run to play 2v1 to combine and finish on goal.
Only the team in possession are able to move a player from one
third to the next.

Key Coaching Points

Players should take a good first touch to receive and drive
forwards to the goal. Positive passing, dribbling and
running with the ball should be encouraged so that
chances can be taken quickly.

In 2v1 situations, players off the ball need to take up
positions and use movements to unbalance the defender.
These movements either create space to receive or create
space for their teammate in possession to shoot at goal.

Players should understand different ways to break
forwards including dribble in, pass into a striker and follow,
or pass into striker as third man runner advances forwards.

Practice Animation

Make it more challenging:

1. Allow defenders to make recovery runs

2. Progress to free play

Playing Through The Thirds Conditioned Game
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30 mins 11 players 1 ball 12 bibs 12 cones 50x30 area

Takeshooting and finishing opportunities early

Movement to create space for self or teammate

Different ways to break into the final third



Breaking Into The Final Third Debrief
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